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Contact e-mail: john_everson_tv@yahoo.com 

We have quite a few Tektronix items for sale, as well as a number of vintage computer 
and oscilloscope items from the 1970’s.

Attached are some highlights with screenshots of some of the major items we’ll be 
bringing to the event. This list is not exhaustive, and we will have some smaller items for 
sale as well. Pricing is challenging, but we wanted to strike a balance between the value 
of similar items on eBay, combined with its general condition and scarcity. It also helps 
that there’s no shipping cost or risk of damage through the mail.

Please also note that with all the items below, they have not been turned on or tested. 
We’ve learned from experience that while these devices may have worked 20-30 years 
ago, there are components that would probably need to be replaced before attempting a 
power-on.

1) Vintage Tektronix 4051 with Pedestal and photos of internal systems.
$1249 or best offer
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2. Vintage Tektronix 4012 with Pedestal and photos of internal systems.
$950 or best offer
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3. Vintage 4052A with Pedestal and photos of internal systems
$1500 or best offer

4. Two (2) Tektronix Tape Drives
$175 each or $300 together
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5.Two (2) Tektronix 4907 Disk Drives
$250 each or $400 for whole set

6. Tektronix 4611 Electrostatic Printer
$149 or best offer
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7.  Tektronix Tablet (about 2 ft x 2ft)
$80 or best offer

8. Tektronix Type 531 Oscilloscope (Circa 1954-55)
$300 or best offer
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9. ADM 3A - ADM Information Displays LSI (Blue Dummy Terminal)
$750 or Best Offer

9.  Lafayette Two-Meter Amateur Transceiver with original Manual
$300 or Best Offer

10.Teletype ADT233 with Acoustic Coupler
$499 or Best Offer
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11.Golden View television (Circa 1948-49) with back view of tubes.
$100 or Best Offer


